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Fresh lines, fresh thinking. The Axis 
shower collection from Aqualisa lives up 
to its looks, delivering water at constant 
temperature all the time, every time.
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Axis® Digital
Axis Digital is an advanced one-touch system 
that takes showering into the 21st century.

Totally unique, Axis Digital is powered by a
small processor, about the size of a shoe-box,
which can be concealed almost anywhere
nearby. It can be installed under a bath, in an
airing cupboard, or loft space, for example.
As the unit doesn’t take up valuable space in
the shower area, Aqualisa has been able to
create remarkably sleek, contemporary shower
controls and fi ttings. You can fi nd out more
about our digital technology on page 11.

Axis® Thermo
Aqualisa’s Axis Thermo shower is based on a 
traditional shower system and features the
same precision-made bi-metallic cartridge we 
have been using since 1977. We may be known
for our innovation, but we keep using it
because it has never been bettered. This is the 
original tried, tested and trusted system which 
has helped Aqualisa build its long-standing
reputation for quality and durability.

The Axis Thermo shower is easy to install, and 
provides a reliable and powerful fl ow of water
at safe temperatures.

Axis® taps
Aqualisa’s range of Axis taps complete the 
picture. Precision-made, with solid-brass
fi ttings and a distinctive domed design, they 
complement the look, feel and quality of the
Axis shower collection. Which means you can
create a complete, integrated look for your 
bathroom, where every detail counts.

Aqualisa has a history of leading through innovation
which has led to our long-standing reputation

for quality products and fi rst-class service.
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Axis®

Digital

Where beauty meets brains. 
Aqualisa can create such 
trim, understated designs
because of the unique way 
our digital technology works 
behind the scenes.

Just one touch to start and 
stop the shower.

The fl ashing lights hold
steady when the desired 
temperature is reached, so 
it’s very easy and safe for 
everybody to use.

The processor is located 
away from the shower, so 
you don’t have to damage 
your décor to install the 
ultra-slim controls.
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Mix and match the Axis Digital range to create your perfect shower.
Check page 10 for names, dimensions, codes and prices.

There’s a fi ve-year guarantee on all Axis Digital products.
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Switched on.
You can activate
your Axis Digital
shower using a
button positioned
outside the showering
area or bathroom.
Ingenious.
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Mix and match the Axis Thermo range to create your perfect shower.
Check page 10 for names, dimensions, codes and prices.
There’s a three-year guarantee on all Axis Thermo products.

Fixed or adjustable height 
shower heads can be combined 
with the Axis Thermo control.

You can easily add a booster 
pump to the Axis Thermo

system if you need a more 
powerful jet of water.
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Axis®

Thermo

The Axis Thermo from 
Aqualisa is the original
high performance, safe 
shower system.

Behind the contemporary 
styling is a durable piece
of engineering which has 
stood the test of time.

Our technology inside ensures water 
temperature remains constant, regardless 
of water use elsewhere in the house.*

Optional body jets add
a further touch of luxury
to your showing experience.

Select between the shower 
head and/or body jets
with our diverter switch.

Stylish, non-slip controls will glide
smoothly at your fi ngertips.
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*when installed as per manufacturers instructions
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Axis Digital – product codes & prices (dimensions in mm)

Axis Digital exposed with
adjustable height head

Standard - product code: AX8410
£621.28 £730.00 inc VAT

Pumped - product code: AX8415
£684.26 £804.00 inc VAT

Axis Digital concealed with 
adjustable height head

Standard - product code: AX8110
£562.55 £661.00 inc VAT

Pumped - product code: AX8115
£634.89 £746.00 inc VAT

Axis Digital concealed with
wall mounted fi xed head

Standard - product code: AX8120
£514.04 £604.00 inc VAT

Pumped - product code: AX8125
£588.94 £692.00 inc VAT

Axis Digital concealed with
ceiling mounted fi xed head

Standard - product code: AX8130
£514.04 £604.00 inc VAT

Pumped - product code: AX8135
£588.94 £692.00 inc VAT

Axis Thermo – product codes & prices (dimensions in mm)

Axis Thermo concealed with 
adjustable height head

Control - product code: AX3100
£325.00 £381.88 inc VAT

Head - product code: AX0111
£148.94 £175.00 inc VAT

Axis Thermo concealed with
wall mounted fi xed head

Control - product code: AX3100
£325.00 £381.88 inc VAT

Head - product code: AX0161
£98.00 £115.15 inc VAT

Axis Thermo with
ceiling mounted fi xed head

Control - product code: AX3100
£325.00 £381.88 inc VAT

Head - product code: AX0162
£98.00 £115.15 inc VAT

Axis Thermo with ceiling
fl ush mounted fi xed head

Control - product code: AX3100
£325.00 £381.88 inc VAT

Head - product code: AX0162
£98.00 £115.15 inc VAT
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here coving or other obstructions are encountered a ceiling cone is available on request.  Product code 255501.
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Axis Digital concealed with
ceiling fl ush mounted fi xed head

Standard - product code: AX8130
£514.04 £604.00 inc VAT

Pumped - product code: AX8135
£588.94 £692.00 inc VAT

Axis Digital dual switch

Product code: AX0810
£67.23 £79.00 inc VAT

Optional Booster pumps

Boost pump

Product code: AF1TE
£226.00 £265.55 inc VAT

Medium boost pump

Product code: AF1.5TE
£274.00 £321.95 inc VAT

High boost pump

Product code: AF2TE
£303.50 £356.61 inc VAT

Super boost pump

Product code: AF3TE
£360.00 £423.00 inc VAT

Optional
(Axis Digital only)

Axis body jet

Product code: AX0320
£46.81 £55.00 inc VAT

Axis diverter

Product code: AX0310
£93.62 £110.00 inc VAT

Digital technology
Hot and cold water is blended by the Axis Digital processor to 
your required temperature. The processor, about the size of a 
shoe-box, can be hidden up to 7 metres* from the wall control, 
in an airing cupboard, under the bath or even in the ceiling 
space directly above. The thermostatically controlled, blended 
water is then delivered safely to the shower head.
*A 10 metre cable is available on request.  Product code 254602.

The Axis Digital standard processor is for use on a combination 
boiler or a mains fed system, where high water fl ow is assured.

The Axis Digital pumped processor is for use on a gravity water 
system as it incorporates a built-in pump for extra power.

Axis body jets are compatible with some Axis Digital 
installations.  Please call our customer helpline on  
01959 560010 for further details.

See page 12 to identify your water system.

Thermo technology
Aqualisa’s bi-metallic Thermo technology is easy to install, 
long lasting and provides a high fl ow rate of thermostatically 
controlled water. Thermo technology is compatible with 
virtually all approved UK domestic water systems.

A combination boiler or a mains fed system will give power 
shower performance, while a separate booster pump can be 
added to Axis Thermo for extra power on a gravity system.

Do you need a pump?
If you have a gravity water system, the performance of your 
Axis Thermo shower can be enhanced by adding a booster 
pump. Choose either boost, medium, high or super boost 
depending on the size of your water tank and how powerful 
you want your shower to be.

Using a booster pump on a gravity system can also enable you 
to add Axis body jets

See page 12 to identify your water system.

432
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Pumped Digital processor
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Pumped Digital valve
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Standard Digital processor
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Standard Digital valve
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Gravity system
A cold water tank usually located in the roof space, and a 
hot water cylinder, frequently in the airing cupboard. This 
system sometimes has a pump in the circuit.

Combination boiler
These systems heat your water as you use it and usually 
consist of a boiler attached to a wall, often in the kitchen.

Mains fed system (Unvented hot water system)
A high-pressure cylinder of water, heated by a boiler or 
emersion heater. Provides high volumes of water.

Identify your water system
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Axis taps – product codes & prices
(dimensions in mm)

Axis basin pillar tap

Product code: AX0211
£126.81
£149.00 inc VAT

Axis basin 3 hole deck mount tap set

Product code: AX0213
£169.36
£199.00 inc VAT

Axis basin monobloc mixer tap

Product code: AX0212
£160.85
£189.00 inc VAT

Axis bath pillar tap

Product code: AX0261
£152.34
£179.00 inc VAT

Axis bath 3 hole wall mount tap set

Product code: AX0264
£194.89
£229.00 inc VAT

Axis bath mixer tap

Product code: AX0262
£194.89
£229.00 inc VAT

Axis bath 3 hole deck mount tap set

Product code: AX0263
£203.40
£239.00 inc VAT

Basin

Bath
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Axis®

Taps

Bath, basin or wall
mounted, there’s an
Axis tap to meet every
possible need.

They’re beautiful on the
inside too, meticulously 
made from solid brass. Guaranteed for three years, 

these elegant taps will bring a 
sophisticated fi nishing touch
to any bathroom. 

Basin

Bath
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The company reserves the right to alter, change or modify the product specifi cations without prior warning.
Registered Trademark Aqualisa Products Limited.
Please note that calls may be recorded for quality purposes.

Part No: 166062
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